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Preface

State Educational Agencies are in a key pivotal position for providing

leadership in the attempts to improve education. However, the ability of

State Agencies to provide such leadership has been hampered by functional

fragmentation brought about in large part by categorical program attempts

to solve our educational problems.

This paper is targeted on the function of disselaination and outlines

how that function, to close cooperation with other State Agency functions,

can provide an orchestrated process through which educational needs might

be met, thereby improving the quality of education.

There is little doubt that the process outlined in this paper holds

implications for State Agency rerganization and reaefignment rc,lource .

If ' 'ose uncle I %,-1 ion yolr _A t:

wil probably be

The intent oi cis paper is to offer an alternative to the fragmented,

duplicative and consequently Inefficient manner by which we approach educa-

tional change at the present time. The process is essentially the "scien-

tific method," something we all know is effective but rarely utilize, in

our work as educai.ors.



Dissemination in education has been elevated in importance over the

last few years mainly through the massive efforts of the National Center

for Educational Communications (NCEC). Through NCEC (now PIE -- National

Institute for Education) such educational information services an Educa-

tional Resources Information Center (ERIC) and Current Index to Journaln

in Education (CIJE) have become relatively well known and frequently

utilized by researchers, practitioners and educational administrators

throughout the country.

Through the funding of pilot state efforts, NCEC has demonstrated

how effective dissemination linkages can assist practitioners in planning

and solving their everyday problems.

Now that the importance of dissemination is w_dely recognized, educa-

tors must be cautious not to become disseminati oyotem 07 program o-iented

to the point that they lose sight of tF -- overric Irzoces-7, of educlti.:::,A

improvement.

If it can be agreed that all programs (whether dissemination or cate-

gorical)strive for -ducational improvement or change, we'have a basis for

examining and making decisions as to how "process-oriented" dissemination

should be organized.

All Federal, State and local programs require a planning, evaluative

and a dissemination phase if their aim is educational improvement.

The major Federal and State programa which have significant impact at

the local level are organized by funding category for dollar accountability

purposes. Unfortunately, the traditional approach to program planning,

accountability and dissemination have also been organized along these lines.
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This traditional approach nurtures undue expansion of Federal and State

bureaucracy since for every new program there are added components for plan-

ning, evaluation and dissemination.

Since -,:he "accountability cry" has been longer and louder and relates

directly to future appropriations, evaluation has received far greater atten-

tion than planning or dissemination. The reasons for this are clear.

However, this earlier and greater emphasis on evaluation is critical to educa-

tional disseminators since they are now faced, not with the problems of sys-

tematizing or machine retrieval, but with the deeper problem of deciding what

to systematize, catalog and retrIve. This is a difficult dect.sion requiring

evaluative data.

Since State Agencies are a pivotal point for most major research and

program efforts, and the functiono of planning, evaluation and dissemination

are ::ammon to all such programs, it is i ugica_ to aria= that the most

cient iay to deal wish there functions at the State levy is by forming agency

planning, evaluation and dissemination units by drawing on 'the various program

sources for financial, material and staff support. This approach does away

with the traditional fragmented approach to these functions which confuses

the ultiiate user and needlessly expands and duplicates bureaucratic

structures.

The emphasis of dissemination at the Federal and State levels has been

product oriented. Such an emphasis is consistent with the traditional approach

which has needlessly segregated both programs and resultant products. In addi-

tion, the accountability push has lodged with product when in reality any real

impact on product improvement must affect the product develoment_process.
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A process approach is faced with several major obstacles. First, it is

a departure from tradition; secondly, the tradition has grorm through economic

and/or vested interest and, finally, the process approach probably requires

institutional reorganization. Though these obstacles appear difficult to overcome,

the future of the dissemination component and more importantly, the potential

positive impact of individual programs on the educational system is ultimately

dependent on overcoming these obstacles.

ne Wa-, It Ic

A brief --LImination of how dissemina c:n operates at present can best

serve to set :Ale stage for the changes am.:,.2ated later.

Since th_ 7 jor thrust has been wi= 1ev AICEC/NIE) to the

local level thr=mh :fate Agenci-es, t_ i--7c.1:1 here v.,.11 State level

cve: Lionli changes muGt de -elf take place,

In the past, and for the most part, today, the approach to dissemination

has been a program responsibility. Federal legislation such as ESEA Title I,

Title III, Title V, Vocational Education, Special Education and others have

required planning, evaluative and dissemination components for all funded

programs. This has resulted in a twofold problem:

1. The categorically aided programs operate independently

even though in many cases the target population involves

the same child.

2. The common functions that operate within the programs

(specifically planning, evaluation and dissemination)

are duplicative and create severe information storage,

compatibility and access problems. For example, with
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regard to the dissemination function, a local educa-

tor desiring information relating to "urban vocational

education programs for the disadvantaged at the ele-

mentary level" might be faced with the following

program sources of infortion at the State leve"!

A. Offic,.: of Urban E6,_cation

B. Offic of Vocation Education

C. ESEA Title I OfficE

D. Elementary School 71p,Irvision

7he 7:rob1em now should be cle!ir. the u1= ate 141=1

7,rog7.7ams is edu:_ational A1-117,7,7-ment, th masE information sources

oz. -stems surely hinders the attainment of that goal.

The second problem is not unique to the dissemination function, but also

holds for evaluation, for example! A reading teacher desiring information on

effective reading programs at the elementary level is faced with even a greater

problem since reading projects might be found in several funding program areas

such as Urban Education, ESEA Title I, or ESEA TitlellI as well as in the Pro-

gram Unit responsible for reading.

The circumstances described above exist due to lack of coordination

precipitated by the addition of funding programs (Federal and State) for

specific purposes which have been treated as entities unto themselves and

assume all State Agency functions with little or no regard given to the

overall educational process.

What Is the Process?

When you as an individual, local agency or a State Agency attempt to

change or are charged with promoting improvement, there are several routine

steps involved!



1. An assessment of need is made. This assessment repre-

sents the discrepancy between what and what should

be.

2_ Information is retrieved relevant to the assessed needs

to determine whether other individuals or agencies have

faced that need and perhaps totally or partially solved

your problem, If such information is available you

utilize 11- ("7 ad-'' 4 o suit ,ro, needs. If not,

you preced in the process.

3. Alternative solutions are outlined and tested. If you

represent a State Agency, this will probably take tt _ form of a

"Request for Proposals" whereby you seek to teat your

alternatives throu6.. small scale implementations.

4. Alternatives are evaluated. The alternatives might be

weighed one against the other or measured to ascertain

if your initial identified need has been met.

5. The alternative is validated. The proven alternative

is transported to extra-experimental situations to

determine its validity. (This step is nearly a func-

tional part of the next.)

6. Solution is disseminated, If your alternative stands

the test of both evaluation and validation, you will

desire (and in most cases have an obligation) to inform

others with similar needs that you have found a solution.

Others will then utilize your information in step #2 when

they retrieve information.



This then is the process through which we go to solve major program

problems or to decide the most efficient means to get from your work loca-

tion to the nearest airport. No matter how major or minor the problem or

need, we all work through this process as individuals or as large bureau-

cratic agencies.

The fact that we are concerned here with State Education Agencies and

several programs operate independently even though the ultimate goal is the

same, certainly compounds the problem. However, the process approach des-

cribed below will adhere to the six basic steps outlined above.

Since State Agencies have a responsibility to Plan, Evaluate and Dis-

seminate all of the programs they undertake, it would seem logical that

those functions might be most efficiently organized on an agency-wide basis

obtaining their operational resource requirements from all program units.

This provides an element of coordination and continuity to the planning

(needs assessment), evaluation and dissemination function& and more impor-

tantly allows for the follow-up of programs designed to meet specific needs.

Since the focus of this paper is on dissemination, the functions and

intra-agency relationships related to those functions will be discussed in

depth.

The evolution of this model is documented as (1) "A State Design for

Educational Research and Resource Utilization" (ED 031821) which outlined

a structure for state agencies to implement a service oriented dissemination

function and (2) "Installing A Coordinated Information Network in a State

Education Agency: A Case Study of the Decision Process in New York"

(ED 061 428) which examines how New York State instAlled the model outlined

in the previous publication.
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This paper outlines the critical relationships which have developed and

spells out the basic process that underlies those relationships, a process

that requires interdependent relationships.

Dissemination as a Service

The basic service goal of a dissemination unit is to provide access to

the most comprehensive educational information sources so as to provide edu-

cators with relevant program and research information as quickly as possible.

The educational information resources have been highly organized through

efforts of NCEC (NIE). The data bases available as a result of their efforts

give educators access to the most highly organized and comprehensive source

ever assembled for education. This has been accomplished through the Educa-

tional Resources Information Center (ERIC) System.

The data base is machine retrievable and the major portion cf the source

documents are on microfiche so speed of acquisition for the user can be easily

increased through computer retrieval and microf!che duplication.

Routine service functions related to the ERIC data base should include

computerized searching selective dissemination and microfiche reproduction.

Related services might be to provide similar functions for more localized

data bases such as a State bank of program practices and human resources.

Regardless of the additional data bases utilized, the service functions

remain essentially library oriented.

These routine service functions are merely a beginning, as are the

routine planning (needs assessment) and evaluation functions. The real

value of such functions lies in their inter-relatedness. Without regard

for that key factor, none of the functions are worthwhile for improving

education.



Why Functional Coordination?

The three major functions mentioned thus far must he related if they are

to operate efficiently. Planning determines the and sets the direction,

evaluation determines the effectiveness of the alternatives selected and dis-

semination insuTes that effective alternatives are available to those in need.

The component that accounts for the implementation of the alternative

solutions has been omitted since, in reality, it may take the form of research

or any of the categorically aided programs. The mechanics of that step are

fragmented. Suffice it to say that means for testing alternatives are avail-

able, some more specialized than others, but all with a common goal -- meet

an educational need.

Befcre proceeding with an example of the process approach which will

hopefully illustrate the interdependence of process components, let us

examine the State Agency organization as we envision it thus far:
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Service Function
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To clarify, and account
State Agency units omitte,

the diagram, the following explanation is offered:

Level I -- Planning

Representatives of all program components must

be involved in the planning function. The actual

mechanics of planning or needs assessment can beet

be accomplished through regional (within state) and

local agencies. This insures that a needs assess-

ment truly reflects practitioner needs.

After needs assessment, a first level transla-

tion of needs data can be made to relate more spe-

cifically to program unit responsibility.

Level II -- Program Operation

At the program level (the diagram is by no means

all-inclusive) a second, more specific, translation

of needs data is accomplished so as to relate it

directly to program responsibilities.

After this translation, information sources (dis-

semination uint) are tapped in order to ascertain

what related work has been accomplished that might

be applicable to program needs. When the acquired

information has been utilized to further delineate

program needs, goals might be set and runding guide-

lines released.
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Proposal development and final 2lection are carried

ou, by each program office with the involvement of rela-

ted subject, curriculum or program offices. This

involvement insures that the specialists in reading,

math, science, drug education, etc., are fully aware

of projects undertaken within their area. These spe-

cialists might then assist the program office in

monitoring the project.

Level III -- Evaluation

The evaluation unit will periodically require eval-

uation reports for each project through to the conclu-

sion of the project. This information should be compu-

terized and may use the school district coding or other

designations for filing purposes. This provides for an

administrative tool as well as a dissemination tool which

will be discussed later.

Level IV -- Dissemination

Besides maintaining a service function which draws on

comprehensive national sources (this function might be

arranged through a State Library System or as part of

the dissemination unit), the dissemination unit must

have at least an abstract file (compatible with ERIC)

containing all programs undertaken by the program

offices and hopefully locally funded programs as well.

Other information bases might relate to human resources

but all should be compatible for machine retrieval and,

at best, compatible with ERIC.



The dissemination unit should also have a collec-

tion of inst ctional materials and devices which would

ultimate , Azed to implement programs,

The (4 , system for the dissemination function-

will vary among states (see n 031821 for a structural

model for services and delivery) but should include

regional centers which house substantial collections

of instructional support materials and equipment. These

regional centers must also have access to the computerized

data base. Such concepts as "extension agents," "linker

institutions," and "human interface between resource and

user" come into play at this point and begin to broaden

the concept of dissemination to "instructional support"

which encompasses more than program information and

materials. SyStems developed for statistical information

(management information) must also be accounted for and

ultimately utilized in conjunction with program informa-

tion. All of the dissemination functions which fall

within the category of instructional support should be

merged at the State level and delivered through regional

agencies via a common vehicle.

We now can begin to see the interdependence of the State Agency components

illustrated In the diagram. All components have a specific function, yet each

is related to and dependent on the other. In essence, we have a State Agency

poised and functionally ready to promote and provide leadership toward overall

educational improvement.
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Such activities as developing targeted information packages or selecting

and disseminating information concerning exemplary programs become routine

functions due ree of coordination and assessability to appro-

priate planning ilLiu evaluation information.

An Example

To best illustrate the operation of a system as outlined above, the

following section will relate specifically to a Federally funded categorical

aid program (ESEA III) common to State Agencies.

The ESEA III program is being utilized as an example because of the broad

scope of educational areas that might legitimately be served by that program.

This allows for a fuller understanding of the implications the process approach

has for the more specific funding programs and also allows (for illustrative

purposes) full involvement of content or curriculum specialists,

1.0 Needs Assessment

1.1 Formal

Several means of needs assessment procedures are

. outlined in the literature. Basically, in order to

yield sufficient information for adequate use through-

out the process, the needs assessment should be

coordinated and administered at the State Agency but

actually undertaken through utilization of regional

agencies or representatives.

The ESEA III input to such a procedure should be

substantial since this program is broad in nature.

Working with other program and content area represen-

tatives through the planning unit, a statewide needs

assessment program must be organized and implemented.



terms of the validity and reliability of needs

assessment data, it is this formal procedure that ade-

quately provides the information required to proceed

in the cycle.

1.2 Informal

Since the ESEA III program office contributes to

support of the evaluation and dissemination units,

their staff and regional counterparts can provide

valuable input to the formal needs assessment based

on their knowledge of specific problem areas within

given local districts.

The dissemination unit can provide especially

valuable input since a good indicator of problem

or need areas can be ascertained by reviewing the

naturE -f information requests.

If a large percentage deal with a specific con-

tent or educational area, it can be logically assumed

that it is a widespread problem or interest area.

1.3 Translation of Needs Assessment Data

After needs assessment data have been gathered on

a statewide basis, it should be organized so as to

relate to the various program and central specialty

areas. The ESEA III staff assigned or working with

the planning unit must insure that appropriate needs

are expressed in relation to the ESEA III program.
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2.0 ESEA Title III Request for Proposals (RFP)

2.1 Final Refinement of Needs Assessment Data

The ESEA III program office now must refine the data

to assist in program goal setting and to set the stage

upon which RFP's will be sent to local and regional

districts.

2.2 The ESEA III RFP

RFP's may be tailored for specific regions if needs

data indicate such action and if the regional agencies

are capable of processing outgoing RFP's and the subse-

quent incoming proposals.

NOTE: Wherever possible, regional

(in state) involvement and adminis-

tration should be undertaken. The

closer any of the activities outlined

in this paper are to the local educa-

tors, the greater the chance for edu-

cational improvement to take place.

The final RFP must conform to the needs assessment

information found above in light of information found

available through the dissemination unit that relates

to the needs data. This dissemination unit input prior

to RFP formulation and distribution is critical if the

ESEA III office is to avoid funding programs already

in existence and proven effective in various locations

around the State.
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The development of information
packages by the dis-

semination unit which relate to the needs assessment

data ultimately
allows for a more targeted RFP and

insures proposal development
based on available in-

formation and prior efforts.

2.3 ESEA III Proposal Workshops

In general, these sessions are held by the ESEA III

office to assist proposal
developers target on assessed

needs areas,

Elements of such a workshop
should include:

A. Process Orientation

A full explanation of the

process outlined here should

be presented to proposal

developers so they understand

that each funded project contrib-

utes directly to the fulfillment

of the total process.

B. Technical Assistance

This can take two forms; first,

proposal preparation in accordance

with format, target population and

educational
technique and, secondly,

assistance in retrieving relevant

information from the dissemination

unit that can be utilized to develop

the proposal.
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Assistance is also provided by

content specialists whenuvel required.

AftLr proposals are submitted either to the regional or to the ESEA III

office, they are screened to insure that they relate to regionally relevant

needs. Final selections for funding Ere then made on the basis of the usual

criteria such as cost effectiA Hess, potential impact, project design, unique-

ness, etc.

3.0 Project Implementation anta Evaluation

3.1 ESEA III Office Responsibility

The ESEA III office has ultimate jurisdLction

over the funded projects though this authority

may be dispersed through regional agencies.

Basically, the program office must insure ad-

herence to Federal program and financial regu-

lations and coordinate project monitoring and

evaluative activities. Any .rastic change in

project direction must be approved at this

level.

A key responsibility of th-, ESEA III office

is to involve content specialists or units within

the State Agency with appropriate projects. The

importazze of this involvement will be discussed

below.

3.2 Responsibility Of the Evaluation Unit

The evaluation uni. staff responsible fc:

ESEA III would have bc, involvei. during

workshop session in or7'.er to assist propok-,"

developers in prepari- ..leasurable behavioral



objectives for the project that relate to need

areas. Their responsibility now becoMes a peri-

odic assessment of how well the 11,--oject is meeting

its objectives. This is done through standardized

and non-standardized testing and on-site visitations.

This information is coded, classified and entered

into a computerized data base upon conclusion of

the project. (Henceforth this will be referred to

as the "evaluation data base" and it contains peri-

odic and final evaluation information as well as

cost per pupil, number of students involved,

achievement gains (if applicable), school district

size, and grade levels involved.)

3.3 Responsibility.of Related Content Area Units

If a given project deals with special education,

staff members from that State Agency unit Must be

fully aware of the project and its progress, They

can provide evaluative input and assist in project

monitoring through on-site visitations. This guidance

by experts in the field insures worthwhile project

and resultant instructional materials if any are to

be produced.

It also gives the special education staff the

opportunity to guide an ongoing project relited to

needs within their area rather than It41.2.51-ag. to the

final project report or completed materials produced

by the project.



3.4 Responsibility of the Dissemination Unit

Throughout the project, the dissemination unit pro-

vides regular selective dissemination of relevant new

information to project staff so they might take advan-

tage of the latest research findings, programs, or

instructional materials that relate to their project.

This kind of service is also provided to the ESEA III

office as well as the content and evaluation units.

Upon completion of the project, a project abstract

is prepared giving basic information regardirkg need

area met, objectives pursued, a general project des-

cription and an indication as to the outcome of evalu-

ation. In addition, school district name, address

and code are included along with the project director's

name, address and phone number. The school district

code is critical since it allows ultimate access to

the evaluation data base if indepth project information

is required.

The project abstracts (hopefully compatible with ERIC

abstracts) are assigned descriptors and entered into a

"program database" maintained and operated by the dis-

semination unit.

4.0 Project Validation

Those projects whose evaluation data shows them to

be highly effective are selected for validation. This

validation procedure can best be accomplished through a



multistate arrangement so as to insure the true validity

of project results in a fashion that truly tests project

exportability.

Information regarding validation results can be added

to the evaluation data base thereby including it as poten-

tial service information. Information regarding the

quality of materials generated by a project can be placed

with the materials in a State Agency and/or regional IMC

or be made available as a product review service.

From this point on, the functions become dissemination or diffusion

oriented depending more on the dissemination unit for coordination and

information support.

5.0 (Optional) Education Fair

As a means of making known those projects that prove

highly effective and valid, a State or multi-state Edu-

cation Fair might be held to provide both awareness and

an opportunity for indepth discussions of projects with

potential adaptors.

6.0 Consultative Followup and Diffusion

Project directors that operated projects of the quality

to be selected for an Education Fair should be freed for a

period of time (one year) so they might assist LEA's in

adapting the project to specific settings.

Regional agencies might identify LEA's interested in

specific projects and arrange for seminars to be held by

the original project director and/or visitations to an

installation site.



7.0 Diffusion Monitoring

This phase involves the monitoring of project adaption/

adoption on a statewide basis. This activity might beet

be coordinated by the dissemination unit since the results

of the monitoring process are of greatest value to that

unit.

Those project directors and/or regional agency staff

involved in the installation of validated projects keep

records as to those schools adopting programs and, equally

as important, on those LEA's that explored and attempted

to adopt but did not install a validated project.

This information is forwarded to the dissemination

unit. The positive adoption information provides both

information for future ESEA III program funding support

but more importantly, provides concrete evidence relating

to educational improvement.

The LEA variables (demographic, organization, etc.)

identified for those adopting and non-adopting LEA's

are categorized and synthesized into those two group-

ings. It then may be possible to identify facilitating

and inhibiting characteristics of LEA's as relates to

their capability or willingness to adopt exemplary

programs.

Obviously, there are numerous routine activities omitted from this emmple,

but hopefully the logical flow of the process from needs assessment to need

fulfillment and diffusion is clearly evident.
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It must be kept in mind that the ESEA III program is simply an example.

This procesa can and should be applied to other categorical aid program% or

for that matter, any organized attempt to meet the educational needs of a

state. Certain steps may vary, for instance, a formal RFP may not be tis-

tributed, however, the basic problem solving steps must be adhered to and

where no RFP is distributed, decisions as to alternative solutions, alterna-

tive selection, evaluation and eventual diffusion must still take place.

When State Educational Agencies were small, they were generally

organized by functions related to the process outlined here. However,

as categorical and other funding programs were introduced, those programs

assumed all or most of the functions in the process thereby leading to

the problem we face today -- how to coordinate these fragmented activities

in an efficient way.

With regard to funds for such reorganization, since all or most programs

are individually engaged in the functional activities, therein lie the

sources of funding.

A diagram of the process outlined above as it specifically relates to

the dissemination unit is attached as Appendix A.

Dissemination Unit Activities 0 eratingOutside the Process (Spontaneous
Educational Change)

Thus far the dissemination unit activities described here have been

extremely proactive since the process approach inherently contains a strong

element of predictable information need.

Much, probably most, of the educational change occurs through the iso-

lated efforts of dedicated teachers and administrators. How does the

process approach serve that critical, yet unnoticed change agent?
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The process has systematized the information input and potential output.

This allows teachers or administrators acc., to a program data bank supple-

mented by human resource information El- expertise might be sought

out for assistance in overcoming specifJ__ problems or for installing spe-

cific programs. The state information sources are compatible with the

National ERIC system which furthers the potential information support.

The linkage of the state program bank with the state evaluation bank

gives serious users the opportunity to move from brief program descriptions

to indepth evaluative iniurmaLiOn regarding specific programs of interest.

This evaluative information and diffusion monitoring information allows

the potential adoptor to avoid potential pitfalls when considering or

undertaking program installation.

Consequently, on the reactive side, we have an information unit

capable of providing not only what programs and people might help in

a given situation, but also what programs have proven to be most suc-

cessful in like situations and what circumstances facilitate or hinder

program installation and effectiveness. That goes far beyond the capability

of the traditional dissemination unit and moves into the crux of the problem

which is information utilization.

As previously mentioned, the delivery mechanism for such an information

system will vary among states, but for most large states the following

components are essential:

1. Computer capability at the State Agency level to

handle the information processing and retrieval

inherent in the process.
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2. Regional agencies housing substantial instructional

support sources including ERIC microfiche, microfiche

of the state program bank and related inotructional

materials. These facilities can serve both instruc-

tional support and inservice training functions.

3. Regional staff trained in accessing the computer

facility and capable of relating to the needs

expressed by educators.

Ideally, a core staff of subject specialists

are located at the region. They draw upon the

services of a regional information specialist

who is knowledgeable about and capable of

accessing the various information sources.

4. A multi-purpose telecommunications system capable

of carrying the necessary information to, from,

and between the regional agencies and the State

Agency.

The basic structure of the delivery mechanism'is illustrated in the Appendix

to ED 031821.

The State Dissemination Unit

At the state level, a fully responsive, comprehensive dissemination unit goes

beyond its name and becomes a reference center, instructional materials center,

demonstration center and a home for those seeking clues as to the best diffusion

methods to insure information utilization.
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Many existing units typically found in State Departmenniof Education

must be physically combined in order to offer full potential. Units such

as a Research Coordinating Unit, an Education Library or reference Center,

a Special Education (or other content area) Instructional Materials Center,

a Curriculum Laboratory, technology display center, staff development cen-

ter and perhaps the Public Information Office all have much to gain through

a facility and staff merger to form an Educational Reference Center.

A Reference Center of this nature also offers a full range of instruc-

tional and information support functions for State Department staff, cur-

riculum revision committees and educators in general.

Lastly, it serves as a model for regional agencies to follow which is

where the real potential lies. Various Regional Reference Centers might be

organized, each with a specialty area, but all compatible for acquisition

and user access. The State Reference Center might provide back-up materials

and services that are unavailable to the regions.

It might be argued that a State Reference Center that combines such units

as mentioned above tends to dilute the impact of the individual programs.

Rather, the author would contend that it enriches all services available

and tends to force a focus on real student-oriented educational needs rather

than on special interest programs or products and individual system-serving

activities. In addition, it eliminates the access problem by reducing the

number of points through which a client must access service offered through

a variety of systems. The systems or programs are combined thus providing

clients with a single access point for instructional support services.

An assessment of services currently available within an Education Depart-

ment is the logical starting point for establishing this super-dissemination

unit we call the Educational Reference Center.



Conclusion

State Agencies have lost sight of the process for which they exist.

The simple "problem solving" process has be mutilated and rendered

inefficient.

Hopefully, you recognize the process outlined here as being what we

learned in Junior High School as being the --

Scientific Method

1. Define the problem

2. Formulate a hypothesis

3. Test the hypothesis

4. Accept or reject the hypothesis

5. Restate the hypothesis

6. Verify the hypothesis

Remember? Remembering is not enough! We must begin to apply it to the

process of educational change.

NOTE: Throughout this paper the emphasis has been on instructional support

information systems (evaluation and program). The management infor-

mation systems should also be considered since in many cases pupil/

teacher ratios, financial data, LEA enrollment size, etc., are

determining factors when program implementation decisions are

being made.

Whether or not portions of the management data base might ulti-

mately be merged with an evaluative or program data base is doubtful.

However, basic considerations must be made to allow access and

possibly a computerized "cross walk" between the three kinds of
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iata. This provision ultimately allows for the development of

a comprehensive educational information system of use to an

extremely broad educational audience.



APPENDIX A

RELAT:7NSH1_ OF T.t.L.' PROCESS TO THE DISSEMINATION UNIT

PROCESS COMPONENTS

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

3Needs Data ----. bj
gr=z
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a

Lf.A
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DISSEMINATION. UNIT

SERVICE COMPONENT

spl-

Draws
On

V

EVALUATION INFORMATION BASE

VALIDATION
Resultant Instructional Materials,'

EDUCATION FAIR (OPTIONAL)

CONSULTATIVE FOLLOW-UP Info S

DIFFUSION MONITORING
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LEA's UnSuccessful

INFORMATION
UTILIZATION STAFF
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Adoption Facilitators
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